In view of the low accuracy problem of standard HMM algorithm due to the ignorance of context relation in abnormal human behavior detection, this paper proposes a ATM abnormal human behavior recognition model based on state-dependent judgement optimization HMM algorithm. Firstly, it adopts the multiple observing sequences to train the standard HMM human behavior detection model. Then, it introduces the state-dependent judgement rule and improves its constraints. The Lagrange multiplier method is used to solve the conditional extreme. Finally, this improved state-dependent judgement rule is taken to describe the correlation between each two groups of characteristic vectors and set as the observing sequences of HMM model to detect the abnormal human behavior. The simulation results show that through the optimization of state-dependent judgement rule, the improved HMM algorithm can well detect the abnomal human behavior. The accuray doesn't degrage with the state constantly changing.
INTRODUCTION
The Automated Teller Machine (ATM) has been widely used among a large number of depositors and become an important tool for the convenience of life. However, in recent years, the crime against ATM emerges continuously which has a serious impact on a lot of people's property security (Liu, Xu and Sun, 2010) . Current security measure is to install surveillance cameras in the vicinity of the ATM, but it requires a large number of security personnel all-weather viewing video monitoring to determine the occurrence of a crime, or checking the preservation of surveillance video to get a clue after the occurrence of crimes. This method has a lot of problems such as large human resources and low real-time. The intelligent monitoring system based on computer vision automatically analyzes the image sequence and the localization captured by video camera, recognizes and tracks the target in the dynamic scene, and then analyzes and judges the target behavior, which help respond timely when abnormal conditions occur (Tang and He, 2010) .
Many experts and scholars have carried out the research on the abnormal behavior recognition of intelligent monitoring and control system at present. Liu Jingjing et al. proposed anabnormal video behavior detection and location method combining optical flow feature and gradient histogram feature, extracting the optical flow and gradient histogram feature by the extraction algorithm and locating the abnormal behavior judged byoptical flow amplitude information and foreground marking information (Liu, Tao, Luo and Zhao, 2016) . Yu Kun et al. proposed anabnormal behavior detection algorithm under complex environment based on computer vision technology (Yu and Wei, 2015) . It adopted the improved mean shift algorithm for real-time moving target tracking and judged the abnormal behavior of the moving target on the basis of the tracking results. Yu Hao presented an algorithm based on the statistical characteristic of optical flow block, through which the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) of normal behavior was trained (Yu, Sun and Jiang, 2015) . The probability of statistical features was also calculated to determine whether it belong to the judgement of abnormality in optical flow block detection from GMM. Wang Shuaipenget al.improvedthe personnel abnormal behavior monitoring algorithm detection algorithm based on video frame image pixel array detection (Wang and Zhao, 2015) . It extracted the feature of abnormal behavior by the video frame image pixel array detection algorithm, set the pixel point between neighborhood gray level vectors as the mean structure similarity clustering center and computed the estimation of weighted average position of all the pixels of the whole personnel abnormal behavior detection map.On the basis of the context model and the abnormal behavior model, Zhang Qigui et al. adopted the improved Camshift algorithm to fill and track the trajectory gap and proposed to characterize the faint abnormal behavior with the path attribute set . According to the requirements of the intelligent video surveillance, Wang Xian et al. proposed an abnormal behavior detection method with unsupervised learning, analyzing the observation sequence by using reconstruction principle of two-dimensional principal component analysis (2DPCA) and judging whether there is abnormal behavior according to the energy ratio between feature reconstruction matrix and original feature matrix (Wang, Liu, Song and Shen, 2014) .In terms of ATM abnormal behavior recognition, Chen Mingzhiproposed a recognition method based on support vector machine (SVM), achieving the recognition of abnormal behaviors like installing false placket and hanging out (Chen and Tang, 2010) . Taking the ATM machine video as an example, Liu Qiang proposed the abnormal behavior recognition method based on intelligent video content analysis in light of deliberately obscured face abnormal behaviors of depositors, and established the application system in bank ATM intelligent video monitoring and evidence collecting (Liu, Cai and Huang, 2014) . Ying Yong et al. used the improved Radon transform to extract features from the minimum bounding rectangle of the moving region so as to identify the human behavior (Ying, Zhang and Liu, 2014) .
Starting from the defects of hidden Markov model (HMM) in abnormal human behavior recognition, this paper proposed a ATM abnormal behavior model based on HMM algorithm with state-dependent judgment optimization. Simulation experiments are conducted to test the effectiveness of the improved strategy.
DEFECT ANALYSIS OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR RECOGNITION MODEL BASED ON HMM ALGORITHM
HMM is a probability model describing statistical characteristics of stochastic process including double processes: one is state transfer Markov Chain; the other is the random relation process between state and observed value (Zhao, Wei and Luo, 2016) . This paper introduces the HMM model into the ATM abnormalhuman behavior recognition so as to detect the behavior of depositors in the scene. As shown in Figure 1 , in order to effectively recognize the human behavior before ATM, this paper establishes the HMM model for the behavior recognition in depositing and withdrawing money. (Cui, Yuan and Li, 2015) . K-mean value is used for clustering with the cluster number equal to the hidden state number N of HMM (Zhang and Fan, 2016) . When 3 N  , the initial state probability is
, and the structure of state transfer matrix H is a random matrix or constant matrix. The state transfer probability is 0.5, namely, 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1
In HMM, the number of mixed number M has significant effect on the recognition rate. Under the condition of enough training data, the increase of M will make the feature description of state space more delicate and the training model closer to ideal model. 
Considering the insufficient data of using single observed value sequenceto train model, this paper uses the multiple observed value sequences training algorithm. The initial model { , , } AB   can be established as mentioned above. The specific training algorithm is described as follows.
(1) Giving the training sample set of behavior model class i G , including L observed value sequence, starting n iteration, and 1 l  .
(2) Taking the l observed value sequence 
(4) The calculation of auxiliary variable. It is seen that during the state transferprocess, the human behavior recognition model based on HMM algorithm only utilizes the above information of the behavior sequence and ignores the information below, which decreases the recognition accuracy of following sequence.
HMM ALGORITHM BASED ON STATE-DEPENDENT JUDGEMENT OPTIMIZATION

State-Dependent Judgement Rule Based on Constraints
According to the defects of HMM algorithm in the human behavior recognition, this paper takes the statedependent judgement rule to optimize it and improve the constraints.
Suppose there are two random variable groups , and pq  . For X and Y , the mean value and covariance matrix of the first group is set as,
Similarly, the mean value and covariance matrix of the second group is set as, 
And covariance matrix,
The linear combination of these two groups of variables is made. 
From the equation (18), it is seen that if there is no limit for  and  , then there will be infinite  that makes the correlation coefficient  reach the maximum  . In order to determine the  and  , it is required to add some constraints on them. It is suggested that for  and  , It becomes a conditional extremum problem, which can be solved by the Lagrange multiplier method. 
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where v and  is the Lagrange multiplier. The partial derivative of  for  and  is obtained and set as zero. 
HMM Algorithm Based on State-Dependent Judgement Optimization
The basic idea of the abnormal human behavior recognition method based on state-dependent judgment optimization HMM algorithm is to extract two groups of characteristics vectors of the same video, give judgement rule function describing the correlation between two groups of vectors, then extract the corresponding features and set as the observing sequence of HMMaccording to the rules. The specific steps include, is  where the front r vectors are extracted to form the projection matrix.
(4) Projecting the eigenvectors X and Y in different r directions to obtain the diagnostic vectors U and V with r dimensions.
(5) Taking the identification vectors obtained from step (4) as the observing sequence of HMM to do training and identification.
In same video, the extractedtwo groups of characteristic vectors X and Y will have different dimension or large diversity between each component, which is against the extraction of typical characteristics. In order to eliminate the bad effect of the non-equilibrium of two groups of characteristics in value of dimension, they are normalized before characteristics combination. 
SIMULATION EXPERIMENT
To verify the effectiveness of the improved algorithm, this paper conducted the simulation experiment. The same environment to Figure 2 was adopted and the experimental results were shown in Figure 5 and Figure  6 . The simulation results in Figure 5 and Figure 6 show that after the optimization by state-dependent judgement rule, the impoved HMM algorihtm can well detect the abnomal human behavior. The accuray doesn't degrage with the state constantly changing.
CONCLUSIONS
Current monitoring systems in bank are short of intelligent monitoring tools, which increase the possibility of crime about ATM year by year. Therefore, it becomes an urgent problem how to find the situation in monitoring the ATM so as to avoid the occurrence of various crime behaviors and protect the interests of legal depositors and banks. In view of the defects of HMM algorithm in abnormal human behavior recognition, this paper put forward an improved recognition model based on state-dependent judgement optimization HMM algorithm. The simulation results show that the improved model has better recognition accuracy and robustness.
